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Bring the world of the Pathfinder Campaign Setting to your game table with the Inner Sea Pawn

Box. With more than a hundred characters straight from the Inner Sea region, Game Masters and

Pathfinder RPG players alike will find the perfect pawns to represent their player characters and

noteworthy NPCs. Including both major characters from the Pathfinder world and members of iconic

organizations Ã¢â‚¬â€• like the merciless Hellknights and daring members of the Pathfinder Society

Ã¢â‚¬â€• this set provides all the Pathfinder Pawns you need to truly bring the Pathfinder Campaign

Setting to life. Price includes VAT. The colorful characters of the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game's

Inner Sea setting come alive on your tabletop with this box-busting collection of more than 200

character pawns for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game or any tabletop fantasy RPG! Printed

on sturdy cardstock, each pawn contains a beautiful full-color image of a specialized character from

one of the diverse nations and cultures of the Inner Sea region. Each cardboard pawn slots into a

size-appropriate plastic base, making it easy to mix with traditional metal or plastic miniatures. With

multiple pawns for common character types and over 200 distinct character images, the Inner Sea

Pawn Box is the best way to ensure you've got the perfect foes to make your Pathfinder campaign

deadlier than ever!
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Another big pawns box from Paizo, same great quality and quantity of pawns as previous releases.

This is probably mainly a good resource for those who are running games as dungeon masters, as

the pawns are best for NPCs and enemies. Those who are running parties through Adventure Path



content or incorporating established elements and factions of Golarion will probably be very happy

with this box.A major downside is that most of the characters depicted are humans, and not only

that, since this is an 'army builder' type pawns box you will be getting several of the same pawns to

use as enemies, so there's not much here in terms of variety of pawns PCs might want to use to

represent their characters. If you're seeking a bit more variation you'd be better off first purchasing

the NPC Codex Pawns Box.Some things to note - this set does contain all the Paizo "iconics" of

classes from the Advanced Player's Guide, Ultimate Combat, Ultimate Magic, and the Advanced

Class Guide, so if you're looking for those, you've come to the right place. It also includes pawns of

the pre-generated characters for We Be Goblins, which is neat.Overall this was a solid 4 stars for

me, as the variety felt a bit lacking. Definitely purchase an NPC Codex Box before this if you're

more interested in building up a collection of more varied pawns, but this is worth the eventual

purchase. Looking forward to the Monster Codex pawns now!

A great pawn box with TONS of figs for your campaigns. YOu can use them for all types of

campaigns not just Skull and Shackles or pirate themed ones.

While the source artwork for these pawns is fantastic, the actual print is low saturation and low

contrast. Placed on the table, the majority of the figures resemble washed out silhouettes. On the

plus side, the cardboard is thick and sturdy, and I believe these will prove durable for years of play.

I've crafted higher quality pawns similar to these in the past, but it was a fair amount of work. This is

a reasonably priced purchase if you're looking to quickly muster a paper army.

As I play Pathfinder anywhere from once or twice a week; Ive found me and my group really

enjoying these pawns. Easy to store, covers so many creatures and tends to get them to open up

more on role playing. Instead of I attack, it's I thrust my sword through the eye stalk.

Containing several hundred lavishly illustrated friends and foes for any RPG this pawn box is an

absolute must for DMs and players alike.

Great assortment of pawns, including Golarion specific prestige classes like Eagle Knights, Aspis

Consortium, Hellknights, etc.

Product arrived as described and in good time.



4 out of 5 - would be 5 if they included more bases.
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